This exciting new musical based on the satirical and fantastic work of Russian writer Nikolai Gogol is presented in its entirety in concert form for the first time.

This original musical theatre work is the creation of composer David Sidwell, librettist John Mandelberg, and orchestrator Wayne Senior.

Featuring a cast of twenty Waikato’s principal actor/singers accompanied by a lush twenty-five-piece orchestra conducted by Victoria Trenwith.

Cast includes Nick Wilkinson, Fiona Bradley, Gwen Lyon, Scot Hall, Ruby Lyon and Julia Booth.

“Nevsky Prospekt, the main boulevard of St Petersburg is the jewel of the capital of 19th century Russia. It is also where the citizens promenade at all times of the day, but at night the devil walks…..”

Full Concert Performance
Saturday 20th February 2016
2pm & 7:30pm
Clarence Street Theatre

Concert Excerpts
Tuesday 23rd February 2016
8pm
Victorian Flower Garden, Greenhouse, Hamilton Gardens

facebook.com/talesofnikolaiogol